Duration of protection from clinical hepatitis A disease after vaccination with VAQTA.
Recent papers examining the expected persistence of anti-hepatitis A virus antibody following vaccination with inactivated hepatitis A vaccine have estimated that geometric mean antibody levels will remain above cut-off levels for 10-30 years. However, the methodology used in these papers did not take into account any estimates of variability between subjects. In this paper data from the persistence of antibody after the administration of another vaccine, VAQTA (hepatitis A vaccine, inactivated; MSD), were used to develop further models of antibody decay. Using individual subject estimates instead of group means allowed the estimation of time to negativity for various percentiles of the population (including the median), and the construction of confidence intervals on estimates of time to negativity. Data from studies of subjects who seroreverted to negativity, and subsequently received a booster dose, were also considered to show that subjects who lose detectable antibody are likely to remain protected from hepatitis A disease by persistent immune memory and rapid anamnestic response soon after exposure to hepatitis A virus. The estimates of duration of protection suggest that VAQTA will provide protection for many years, first through presence of antibody and further through an anamnestic response based on persistent immune memory.